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TRUSTWORTHY LEGAL TRANSLATIONS

What We Do
Technovate Translations
provides timely legal
translations with
specially trained legal
translators in more than
150 of the world’s most
common spoken
languages. We work
closely with our clients
to ensure their requirements are met to
produce the best translation possible.

Legal Translations need to be accurate and
timely. We’ve worked extensively with reputable
law firms throughout North America for all their
needs (class action lawsuits, depositions, document translation, and working within law firms to
handle a particular project’s complex handling
and delivery schedule).

DEPENDABLE ACCURATE LEGAL TRANSLATION BY
PROFESSIONALS
Legal translations require pin-point accuracy, knowledge of varying legal
systems, and a legal vocabulary in both languages. At Technovate Translations we only hire experienced legal translators with extensive law backgrounds. This ensures that every legal translation we produce does its job,
and protects the client.
Some of the benefits of having Technovate Translations, a trustworthy
translation company handle your legal translations include:

Do you need
a dependable,
quick
and accurate
legal
translation?

Contact Us:
Canada



Experienced legal translators working with your timeline in mind
with previous legal translation experience such as: statements,
depositions documents, merger documents, patents, testimonies,
copyright, evidence and much more.



Emergency delivery translations that are accurate and on time.



24/7 support from trained translation client support staff who
work around the clock to meet any deadline.

If you need an accurate translation that is on time, look no further
than Technovate Translations. Our translators all go through rigorous
testing to ensure they have the necessary skills to complete a flawless legal
translation to our client’s standards under pressure. We’ll translate your
legal documents accurately and on-time so you can focus on the specific
legal case you’re handling.

GET STARTED TODAY
We treat legal translations with extra care, because the well being of a client
could be held in the balance of a legal translation. At the same time, we
understand the urgent nature of legal matters and provide reliable emergency translations without sacrificing quality.

3000+ Translators
Toronto:
416-222-2896
Vancouver: 604-873-1665
Ottawa:
613-686-2225

Emergency Translation Service
USA Los Angeles:
310-314-4817
Washington DC: 202-552-2333
Seattle:
206-494-0278

200+ Languages
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